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Introduction

1. Introduction
In 2014 I came up with the first version of the List & Label Data Provider for OpenEdge. This data
provider was a hybrid of C# and ABL code and due to its ABL part only runnable within ABL sessions.
Technically this solution was ok, but too slow because of the required AVM– CLR bridge calls for each
record and each column value. And the bad thing is – there is nothing you can do about it!
So the idea was born to write another one in pure C#, Communication with OpenEdge via JSON,
AppServer-aware, Service-oriented almost generic backend, Tools to generate schemas for the
services and – first of all - fast!
A hard decision! I had to start from scratch, learn JSON and dive quite deep into C#. Another
challenge was the OpenEdge generic backend stuff. But here it is!
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2. Architecture

List & Label defines some interfaces that need to be implemented by a data provider. A data provider
is then bound to List & Label as a data source. What data List & Label asks for is driven by the layout
and a provider doesn’t even know about List & Label.
The new C# data provider talks JSON to OpenEdge.
The interface IServiceAdapter is defined in the data provider and needs to be implemented either in
.Net (.Net Application) or in ABL (ABL Application). Being able to use .Net on the client side also
enables the use of combit’s Report Server or List & Label web reporting based on ASP.
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The service adapter interface is quite simple and requires only two methods:

Since OpenEdge has problems to map .Net strings to LONGCHAR (even in 11.6.1), JSON data is
transferred in an OELongchar container class.
A service is a class in OpenEdge that is able to describe its own schema and to send data based on a
request. By default the class name is used as service name.
The gateway creates an instance of a service with dynamic-new (<servicename>) and talks to the
service via the interface IOpenEdgeService.
INTERFACE ListLabel.OpenEdgeAdapter.IOpenEdgeService:
METHOD PUBLIC LONGCHAR getSchema( plcServiceParameterJson AS LONGCHAR ).
METHOD PUBLIC LONGCHAR getData ( plcServiceParameterJson AS LONGCHAR,
plcRequestJson AS LONGCHAR ).
END INTERFACE.

The data provider comes with a generic and very powerful service class. It’s pure dynamic.
You just register your entire database and you are done. The service also works for in memory
dataset either on the client or app server.
It can also be used to access all kind of your own classes like Business Entities. But then you have to
decide how you want to filter the data in your classes. You may have to translate the JSON request to
something your classes understand.
To send parameters to your own services you can also register service parameters in the data
provider that will be passed to your service. In this scenario you probably have some forms on your
client to enter your parameters or define your parameters in the context of your application.
As soon as you have the filtered data inside your class, you just pass the handle of your dataset and
the generic service takes care of it to extract only the values List & Label asks for and to do the
required sorting.
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3. OpenEdge Services
3.1. Database services
A database service is a service that gives List & Label access to an entire database. A database service
always runs with a direct database connection (shared memory connection recommended), but can
be accessed through the app server.
The task that you have to do is to register all tables of your database and all relations between these
tables. The tables are easily taken from the meta schema.
Unfortunately the OpenEdge database doesn’t know about relations. If you already have information
about your relations somewhere you can use this to generate an include file for your service. If not –
what’s probably the case - you may find my tool helpful.
How can a tool find all possible relations in a database?
The rules are:
 A parent table inherits all fields of a unique index into a child table.
 The fields must match in name and data type.
 The fields build a foreign key in the child table and should be leading components of an index
of the child table (for performance reason). If the foreign keys build a unique index it’s a oneone relations otherwise a one-many relation.
The tool may find too much especially in databases with cascading keys.
But every database is different and may have different naming conventions that only you know. My
tool supports designs where “OF” works.
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The first two relations will be found by my tool. The third will require some changes in the tool.
Unfortunately I have seen the third design often even mixed with the other two versions in a single
database!

3.1.1. Generating database relations
Let’s have a look at the sports 2000 database. Its design is version 1.
Run the tool ListLabel/Schema/GenerateDbRelations.p. For your own database change the alias
definition.
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The result is in <dbname>_relations.i. For sports 2000 it looks like this:

For the sports 2000 database all relations seem to be valid. With your own database you may have to
remove or add relations manually. Relations where a parent table plays different roles (like billing
address, shipping address) will not be found by the tool because the field names don’t match here.
You may also want to filter relations where the child table is properly indexed, meaning that the
relation fields are leading components of an index. Do this by filtering:
FOR EACH ttRelationInfo WHERE ChildIndexed = TRUE:
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3.1.2. Creating a service class
Open ListLabelDemo/Sports2000Service.cls

A service inherits from the abstract class OpenEdgeService and must implement the registerSchema()
method. The property ServiceSchema is of type ListLabel.OpenEdgeAdapter.OpenEdgeSchema, holds
the definitions and has the method getSchemaJson().
For you own Service create a copy of this class in a different namespace, change names and use your
own generated include. That’s all.
If your database has a big schema and many relations, you will recognize an overhead when the List
& Label designer starts. The more objects have to be registered to longer it takes.
I first noticed this with “real-world” schemas with more than 100 tables. That’s the reason why I
added a construct of views to the schema later.

The first parameter is the name of the view. The second is a table list for the base tables you want to
have in the view. The third parameter is the foreign key depth for foreign key to be added to the list
of tables. Foreign keys and relations are added automatically.
You can also put all the tables you need inside the list and set the foreign key depth = 0.
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3.1.3. Calculated columns
Although List & Label supports “Native Aggregate Functions” I decided not to implement this in the
data provider. Aggregation is more used in the SQL world. In the OpenEdge world it’s more likely to
use calculated columns. And calculated columns are much more powerful than just aggregations.
Calculated columns are a feature for a database service. There is a method registerCalculatedColumn
in the service schema. Before adding a column the database table has to be registered.

The calculation method is dynamically invoked and has to have the name
“Calculate<DBTableName>”. It’s not possible to use fill event handler here since the entire request is
dynamic and there is no static definition available.

If a column isn’t used in a request then it’s not available in the buffer (temp-table). All other columns
from the DB table are there. If you want to use static code in your calculation methods then load the
DB table in a buffer and write code for the DB table.

You can do more complex calculations outside the service in other classes or procedures if you want.
Have a look at the Sports2000Service to see how it works.
Calculated columns can also be used to send images from the service to List & Label. Images are
defined as blob’s and whenever you use blobs you should define the mime type:
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The images are recognized as drawing in List & Label and you can just add them to a layout.
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3.1.4. Testing the service
You need three things:
- ListLabel
- OpenEdgeDataProvider
- A service.

This starts the List & Label Designer and you have access to your entire database. It’s recommended
to set the MaxRows property if you are running the designer. This limits queries in the designer
preview and your service only returns a maximum of MaxRows rows.
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Sports2000 Service in the designer.
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3.2. Dataset Services
Dataset services behave like database services accept they are working with in-memory data. You
can use these services to pass data from business entities or other client objects. All you need to
have is a dataset handle. If you just have a temp-table then create a dataset around it (can be
dynamic).
There is a general dataset wrapper class ListLabel.OpenEdgeAdapter.OpenEdgeDatasetService. This
class inherits from OpenEdgeService and implements IServiceAdapter.
Here is a sample. It looks a bit different but is easy to use.
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3.3. ABL Demo Application
The demo application is a good starting point. You can play around with the sports 2000 service or
even use your own service. You may also make a copy of the demo application and change it to
match your needs.




Create your own application from the demo.
Create your own service adapter.
Create your own service.

If you decide to use List & Label in combination with a single database service you already have
almost everything you need to be able to design all of your documents.
To start the demo either run sports2000demo.p or open the ListLabel.Sports2000DemoForm and
launch it.
ListLabelDemo.Sports2000DemoForm









Type: LL project type
View: Use a view defined by your service. If empty then the entire schema is used.
Master Table: You can select a master table from the full schema or the view. List & Label
then automatically limits the tables to those being related to the master table.
Use Appserver: Use the appserver connection defined in the service adapter.
Use Invariant Culture: If your App Server session doesn’t match the client’s settings for
numeric format and date format then use this flag. The data provider will then pass all strings
in American format like “47.11” and “12/31/2016” and the gateway procedure will change
the server session during the request.
Limit designer max rows. Limits queries in the service to return max rows.
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3.4. .Net Demo Application
The .Net demo is not as complex as the ABL demo and was for me initially just a proof that it works.
But being able to use .Net as a client is very powerful. You may create a List & Label reporting
application that is easily deployed and there is no need to have an Open Edge Client installed.

The UI is not that exciting. But with the settings screen, you are able to access your own app server
and services very easily.

3.5. Passing parameters to a service
A form like the demo is nice for reporting. But there are other documents like single orders. An order
form knows about the order id and we have to use this as a filter for the service.
There are two different concepts to pass additional information the service:
 Service Parameters
 Base Query Filters
Base query filters are defined at table level within the data provider and are added to the query
that’s build because of the List & Label Layout.
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Service Parameters are a construct to pass any data to the backend. An example would be something
that you need to access your business entities as a service for List & Label.
The standard based on the OpenEdgeService supports Base Query Filters only, but uses Service
Parameters to pass additional properties like MaxRows and UseInvariantCulture.
The following is an example to print a single order for a given OrderNum. Table Order registered as
variables, OrderLine as fields.

3.6. Performance
The data provider has been written to be as fast as possible. It makes use of the Used Identifiers
meaning that only objects used by a design are registered for printing and that the server also only
sends the required fields.
Used Foreign keys of a table are sent together with the table data and cached in the data provider
until requested. Each table only requires one app server hit.
When a service sends its own schema to the data provider the schema doesn’t only contain
definitions to register objects in List & Label. There is also everything included that the data provider
needs to formulate an OpenEdgeDataRequest including database table and column names. There is
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no need that the service builds its own schema for each request just to know what the data sources
are.
But you still have to be careful how you design your layout. Let’s say you have a nested report with:
 Customer
 Order of customer
 OrderLine of Order, Item of OrderLine (Foreign Key)

Then you have 3 independent tables. List & Label does the following:
 Request Customer.
 Foreach Customer:
o Print Customer.
 Request Orders of this customer.
 For each Order:
 Print Order.
 Request OrderLines, Items of this Order.
 For each OrderLine:
o Print Orderline, Item.
 End.
 End.
 End.
You notice that there are many requests to OpenEdge involved and with mass data this can take
forever. There are only to options you have here:
 Create a service that sends all of the data at once like a business entity together with service
parameters.
 Change the structure of your layout and use an additional base query.
Structure with only 2 levels:
 Order, Customer of Order as foreign key.
 Orderline of Order, Item of Orderline as foreign key.
So the key to performance is here to limit the nested table levels.
Another thing to mention is whenever a request is fired from the data provider, the service will send
you all the data at once and this is unstoppable! So, playing around with mass data in a production
environment can be quite dangerous. Always limit the rows return by setting MaxRows for the
designer and even consider setting this property also for printing to a reasonable value of some
thousand rows.
Make sure that all of your foreign key (Parent – Child) relations are properly indexed. The child table
needs to have an index with leading components of the inherited foreign key.
You cannot prevent the user from choosing any additional column for filtering and sorting. Filtering
and sorting is done in the service but may be slow with big and when these columns are not indexed.
Make sure that you have a reasonable amount of indexes defined for columns being most likely
filtered.
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4. Source code
The source code includes the following:
 OpenEdge Developer Studio Project “LLPRO”
 Visual Studio Solution “OpenEdgeDataProviderPro”
 Proxy – 32bit und 64bit
Everything has been built with:
 OpenEdge 11.6.0 64bit
 List & Label 21
 Visual Studio Community 2015
 Microsoft .Net Framework 4.5
The source code run in both OpenEdge Versions 32bit and 64bit, but needs to be compiled with the
right version since the R-Code is no longer portable.
If you want to build the .Net Demo Application then make sure to use the right version of the
OpenEdge OpenClient DLL.

4.1. OpenEdge







Create a new workspace like C:\LLWS or whatever you like.
Copy LLPRO to the workspace.
Start the Developer Studio –data “<your workspace>”
Use File -> Import -> General -> “Existing Projects into Workspace” and import “LLPRO”
Make a copy of the sports2000 database and connect it in the project.
Right click on LLPro and edit properties. Goto “OpenEdge” and change the Startup
Parameters to include “-assemblies Assemblies”.

If everything worked fine you should see something like this:
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You need 2 assemblies in the “Assemblies” directory:
 combit.ListLabel21.dll (.Net List & Label)
 TasteITConsulting.ListLabel21.dll (The C# data provider)
List & Label and the data provider must match. Since the data provider references List & Label and is
compiled against a version, you need to rebuild the data provider whenever you use a new version of
List & Label and probably for each List & Label Service pack. But that’s quite easy and described later.
After you have the proper versions in the Assemblies directory you should compile the entire project
– hopefully without errors.
Then please open ListLabelDemo.Sports2000DemoForm and run it. Play around with it and try
different things. You will like it! The demo is a good starting point for your own integration.
If you want to use an app server then please create a new one like “Sports2000” with the following
settings:
Broker:
 Stateless
 Application Service Names including: listlabel
(used in the ListLabelDemo.Sports2000ServiceAdapter)
Agent:
 Server startup parameters: -pf C:\LLWS\LLPRO\sports2000appserver.pf
 Propath: C:\LLWS\LLPRO;@{WinChar Startup\PROPATH};@{WorkPath}
# sports2000appserver.pf
# Enter your sports2000 connection here
-db C:\OpenEdge\Databases\sports2000.db
#
-inp 16000
-tok 4000
-rereadnolock
-s 200
-mmax 65534
# Not sure about -Bt
-Bt 2000
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4.2. Visual Studio
For a Progress Developer it’s quite hard to even thing about Visual Studio. But it’s free and brilliant!
Download the Visual Studio Community 2015 edition from the Microsoft Website and install it.
Then put my “Visual Studio” source code somewhere on the disk and open the solution
“OpenEdgeDataProviderPro.sln” by double clicking.
The solution includes 2 projects:
 OpenEdgeDataProviderPro – the data provider DLL
 OpenEdgeDemo – A C# demo client with a Progress open client proxy

4.2.1. OpenEdgeDataProviderPro
There a two source files:
 DataProvider.cs is the source code for the dll.
 LitJson.cs. Litjson is a free JSON library ( https://lbv.github.io/litjson/ ).
References: you need to point to the proper versions of combit.ListLabel21.
Properties: .Net Framework Version and CPU

Make sure to use “Any CPU”. Then you can use the DLL for 32 bit and 64 bit.
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Then you choose a build entry.

If you have a proper setup then you should see the following in the output panel:

You will find the created DLL in the release directory.

Copy these DLL into your OpenEdge Assemblies directory.
If you have trouble with Visual Studio you will find all information you need by googling.

4.2.2. OpenEdgeDemo
The .Net demo is a windows forms application accessing the OpenEdge Appserver through an Open
Client proxy. The proxy needs to be built with the OpenEdge ProxyGen tool.
You will find the Proxy Gen configuration in LLPRO/ProxyGen.
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You may have to change the propath setting to point to the LLPRO directory in your workspace.
Make sure to use the right ProxyGen shortcut if you have multiple OpenEdge versions installed.

The proxy just needs a single non persistent procedure OpenEdgeGateway.r handling all the
communication.

The generator screen should look like this – except the directory.
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After generating the proxy you will find everything inside the configured output directory:

Progress adds Progress.Messages.dll and Progress.o4glrt.dll. These DLL come in a 32bit and a 64bit
version. If you want to support both, then you have to install both OpenEdge versions.
In our Visual Studio OpenEdgeDemo project we need all of the above DLL and again have to make
sure to have the right references and settings for our project to be able to compile it.
For the demo you need to build a 32bit and a 64bit version. Use “X64” instead of “Any CPU” for a 64
bit version.
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The demo has two forms OpenEdgeDemoForm and SettingsForm.
Inside the OpenEdgeDemoForm is an implementation of the required IOpenEdgeServiceAdapter
interface that talks to the OpenEdge Appserver through the generated client proxy.
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5. Summary
The OpenEdge Data Provider is my gift to the Progress community. I hope to see it in many
applications together with the powerful List & Label toolset.
I already started using it in “real” projects and this also influenced the development and additional
features like “Views” and “Service Parameter”.
In my opinion there is currently only one thing missing: Calculated Fields and Calculated Tables. The
schema already knows about it, but this feature is not yet alive. But I’m working on it …
There is no official support for the data provider! But I want to make sure that it runs properly. So I’m
awaiting your feedback and will try to help you if you have problems.
I also want to improve it – so your suggestions are welcome.
I also offer consulting to integrate the data provider into your application or even to customize it to
your needs.
Good luck!
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